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  CHAPTER II  

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

  In this chapter, the researcher presents six topics. The five topics are 

Definition of Figurative Language, Kinds of Figurative Language, Webtoon, 

Line Webtoon, Meaning, and Yumi's Cells Webtoon.  

2.1 Definition of Figurative Language 

 There are a number of definitions of figurative language proposed 

by some scholars. Many experts have their own perspectives about the 

definitions of figurative language. Keraf (2006) states that figurative 

language is the style of showing idea through language characteristically 

which shows the writer’s (language user) spirit and identity (p. 113). In 

other words, figurative language can describe the speaker's personality and 

emotion. 

 Glucksberg (2001) states that figurative language has particular 

meaning that is different from the literal meaning. Colston (2015) 

supported Glucksberg's statement by saying that figurative language 

expresses the figurative interpretation beyond its real meaning (p.1).        

 Meanwhile, Lazar (2003) notes “Figurative language is involved a 

“carrying across” of meaning from one object to another” (p.3). A 2000 

review by Croft, Steven & Helen in Literature, Criticism, and Style (as 

cited by Khairunnisa, 2016) reveals that figurative language is a sign or 

figure of speech and the meaning of the sign or the figure of speech cannot 

be taken directly. In addition, Figurative Language is also known as figure 

of speech, rhetorical figure, and metaphorical language 
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 Based on the definitions above, the researcher can conclude that 

figurative language is a way to express language or idea in a unique way 

because the real meaning of figurative language cannot be taken just from 

the literal meaning of the words or languages. In order to understand 

figurative language, someone needs to analyze the expressions or the 

symbols or the words or the language of the figurative language.  

2.2 Kinds of Figurative Language 

 Based on many experts, there are many kinds of figurative 

language. The scholars have their own view about the kinds of figurative 

language. Verdonk (2013) explained that figure of speech is divided into 

two models as follows: 

 Trope 

 Trope constitutes phrases or words used in a language and its 

meanings are conspicuously changed and the meaning cannot be taken 

literally. The trope includes simile, metonymy, metaphor, and so on. 

 Scheme  

 Scheme constitutes are some words that organized into particular 

syntactic, lexical, or phonetic patterns that raise or improve the 

meaning without changing it actually. The scheme includes antithesis, 

repetition, and so on. Schematic patterns of sound include alliteration 

and assonance (p. 154). 

  A 1992 review by Mc Arthur in The Oxford Companion to the 

English Language (as cited by Putri, Okatama & Nursamsyu, 2016, p. 91) 

proposes fourteen types of figurative language which are alliteration, 
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chiasmus, euphemism, hyperbole, idiom, irony, litotes, metaphor, 

metonymy, onomatopoeia, oxymoron, paradox, personification, and 

simile. 

  Meanwhile Frost (2006) states that there are twelve types of 

figurative languages which are allegory, apostrophe, hyperbole, irony, 

metaphor, metonymy, paradox, personification, simile, synecdoche, 

symbol, and understatement. 

  Here are the types of figurative language according to Mc Arthur 

(1992) and Frost (2006) as follows: 

2.2.1 Allegory 

 Allegory constitutes a short narrative or description that has 

figurative language (Keraf, 2006, p.140). Allegory is a narrative or 

description that has meaning beneath the surface one or has another 

meaning. In other words, allegory is a narrative or story that has a 

hidden meaning. 

For examples: 

 A walk to remember. This statement is a novel title that 

represents a symbol to remember someone that has died. 

 Harry Potter series can be read as a Christian allegorical 

fight between good and evil with Harry as a Christ figure.   

2.2.2 Alliteration 

 Alliteration constitutes repetition of the same consonant. 

Sometimes, alliteration used in a poem or prose to get an emphases 

or an artistic in sentences (Keraf, 2006, p.130). 
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For examples: 

 Brian brings a beer in a bag. This statement is a alliteration 

because there is a repetition on the first letters which are 

“B”. 

 Dhilla dances in a dome studio. This statement is a 

alliteration because there is a repetition on the first letters 

which are “D”. 

2.2.3 Apostrophe 

 Apostrophe constitutes an address to things, abstract 

thoughts, and someone who does not exist or die or not there at the 

moment to listening the expression (Keraf, 2006, p.131). 

For examples: 

 Oh god, I forgot about it. The speaker in this statement uses 

"oh god" which is apostrophe.  

 Oh Noel, where are you? I miss you so much. The speaker 

in this statement uses "Oh Noel" but Noel could not reply to 

the speaker because Noel is not there. 

2.2.4 Chiasmus 

 Chiasmus constitutes two expressions or clauses or phrases 

that are opposite to each other and reversal their structures (Keraf, 

2006. p.132). 

For examples: 
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 You need a love and a love needs you. This statement is a 

chiasmus because there are two clauses that are opposite to 

each other.  

 A girl likes a flower and a flower likes a girl. This 

statement is a chiasmus because there are two clauses that 

are opposite to each other 

2.2.5 Euphemism 

 Euphemism constitutes a polite expression or sentence or 

phrase that replaces a harsh word (Keraf, 2006, p.132). 

For examples: 

 You have an ugly face – You have a unique face. These 

sentences are euphemism because “ugly face” replaced by 

“unique face” 

 The garbage man takes the garbage – The sanitation 

engineer takes the garbage. These sentences are euphemism 

because “garbage man” replaced by “sanitation engineer” 

2.2.6 Hyperbole 

      Keraf (2006) explains that hyperbole is a figure of speech that 

contains an exaggeration or overstatement (p.135). In other words, 

hyperbole is expressions or sentences that are used by someone 

who acts overreaction in expressing their feelings. 

For examples:  

 His eyes are bigger than basketball. This statement is an 

overstatement. This statement explains that his eyes are 
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bigger than basketball. In fact, there's no someone in the 

world who has eyes bigger than a basketball. 

 She hates him for a million years. This statement explains 

about a woman that will always hate a man for a million 

years. In fact, she cannot live for a million years.    

2.2.7 Idiom 

 Idiom constitutes a group of word or expression with a 

meaning that cannot be determined from the real meaning of word 

that is put together (Lazar, 2003, p.3). 

For examples:  

 Kick the bucket – Die. This sentence is idiom because the 

meaning of this sentence is different from the literal 

meaning. 

 Hang in there – Do not give up. This sentence is idiom 

because the meaning of this sentence is different from the 

literal meaning. 

2.2.8 Irony 

  Keraf (2006) states that irony is figure of speech that is 

used to say something different from the actual meaning (p. 143). 

In simple words, there is a difference between the condition and 

the reality of the subject.  

For examples 
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 He still feels lonely at a big party. This statement explains a 

man who feels lonely. In fact, he is not alone, there are 

many people around him but he still feels lonely.  

 You are a smarter person in the world. Sometimes, this 

statement is not to compliment someone but this statement 

is to insinuate someone. 

2.2.9 Litotes 

 Litotes constitutes understatement expressions or phrases 

that are used to say negative or sarcasm thing that is not like the 

real situation (Keraf, 2006, p.113) 

For examples: 

 This is my little house. In fact, her house is big.  This 

statement is litotes because it is an understatement 

expression that is different from the fact. 

 My bedroom is dirty. In fact, her/his bedroom is clean and 

tidy. This statement is litotes because it is an 

understatement expression that is different from the fact. 

2.2.10 Metaphor 

 Keraf states that metaphor constitutes an analogy that 

compares two things directly, but in a short form (p,139). 

Metaphor does not used the word ‘like’, or ‘as’. 

For examples: 
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 You are the most beautiful girl on this campus. This 

statement is a metaphor because the speaker compares 

"you" with another girl on this campus. 

 She has powerful power among the wizards in this forest. 

This statement is a metaphor because the speaker compares 

"she" with another wizard in the forest. 

2.2.11 Metonymy 

 Keraf (2006) states that metonymy is figure of speech that 

used word closely associated with another word” (p. 142). 

Metonymy is a close relationship which uses the name of things, a 

person, or characteristic as something itself. 

For examples: 

 Univerity of Muhammadiyah Malang is a white campus. 

 Gili Trawangan is located in Lombok. 

2.2.12 Onomatopoeia 

 Delahunty & Garvey noted “Onomatopoeia constitutes a 

word or phrase whose sound appears to imitate the objects it refers 

to”. 

For examples: 

 Boom (the sound of a bom). This word is onomatopoeia 

because the word sound imitates the sound of a bomb. 

 Meaow (the sound of a cat).  This word is onomatopoeia 

because the word sound imitates the sound of a cat. 
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2.2.13 Oxymoron 

 Oxymoron constitutes figure of speech in which opposite 

sentence or expression is put together to give an opposite effect 

(Keraf, 2006, p. 136). 

For examples:  

  You need to confirmed rumor in this situation. This 

sentence is oxymoron because there are two opposite words 

which are “confirmed” and “rumor”. 

 She tells a serious joke. This sentence is oxymoron because 

there are two opposite words which are “serious” and 

“joke”. 

2.2.14 Paradox 

 Keraf (2006) states that paradox is a figure speech that 

contains real contradiction with a real fact or something true 

(p.136). In other words, paradox is contradictory things in real life 

or condition that do not look like the fact. 

For examples: 

 My enemies are my fans. This statement shows something 

contradictive, how come enemies (someone who hated us) 

will be our fans (someone who loved us) at the same time. 

 I know one thing, that I know nothing. This statement 

shows the speakers know something in which he/she has 

new information about something. In fact, the speaker does 

not have any new information. 
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2.2.15 Personification 

 Keraf (2006) explains that personification is a figure of 

speech that describes non-living things or object as living beings as 

in fact. Personification gives human characteristic to non-humans. 

Also, personification is a special feature of metaphor, which makes 

an analogy of inanimate objects act or talk like human (p.140). 

For examples: 

 Lightning dancing across the sky. This statement shows 

that there is lightning in the sky. Then, the lightning pattern 

is like a dance. 

 The camera loves her since she is so pretty. This statement 

shows that she likes to take a picture. 

2.2.16 Simile 

 Keraf (2006) states that simile is explicit comparison of a 

figure of speech that implies one thing to the other by the specific 

use of words or phrases such as: like, than, seems, or as if (p. 138).  

For examples: 

 He danced like a crazy drunk man. This statement shows 

that a man dances attractively like a crazy drunk man who 

has lost his mind. 

 She's singing like an angel. This statement shows that "she" 

has a beautiful voice like an angel because an angel is 

comparable to something good or beautiful. 
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2.2.17 Synecdoche 

 Keraf (2006) explains that synecdoche constitutes a 

figurative language that uses part in order to claim the whole part 

which was called Pars Pro Toto. Synecdoche also constitutes a 

figurative language that uses the whole things to claim its half part 

which was called Totem Pro Parte (p. 142). 

For examples: 

 I haven't seen his nose until the end of the day. This 

statement is a synecdoche (Pars Pro Toto) because "his 

nose" is a hint to describe his whole body. 

 University of Muhammadiyah Malang got a gold medal in 

the debate competition. This statement is a synecdoche 

(Totem Pro Parte) because not all the students at 

Muhammadiyah Malang University are the winners of the 

debate competition. 

2.2.18 Symbol 

 Brittan (2003) states that symbol constitute sign that is 

understood to stand for something else (p.110). 

For examples: 

 Blue color means baby boy or sadness. 

 A flag is a country symbol. 
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2.2.19 Understatement  

 Perrine (1969) states, “Understatement is saying less than 

one means that may exist in what it says or merely in how one says 

it. Understatement is the opposite of hyperbole (p. 111)". In other 

words, understatement is a situation or things as if it is less 

important or serious than it is in reality. 

For examples: 

 There are some fish in the Pink Lake. This statement is an 

understatement because the word "some" does not even 

begin to describe the billions kind of fish in the Pink Lake. 

 "My best friend just died, but it's not a big deal". This 

statement is an understatement because a normal person 

will cry or sad if someone who close to him/her gone 

forever 

2.3 Webtoon 

 Webtoon is a kind of web comic that comes from South Korea. A 

2016 review by Lyou and Lee in The Studies of Korean Literature (as 

cited by Jang & Song, 2017 p. 174) explains that webtoon is one of 

Korean pop cultures that represents digital Korean culture which is 

consumed globally with the increase of global digital networks. Webtoon 

is also known as online comic or digital comic or internet comic or 

webmic. Lynn (2016) explains that webtoon is a combination of web and 

cartoon, and was coined when Korea created webcomics. In other words, 

webtoon is a free digital comic or cartoon that can be found in a digital 
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platform. Webtoon is being popularized by Daum and Naver (Korean web 

portals). In July 20014, Naver launched a global webtoon named Line 

Webtoon. Earlier, in January 2014, Daum globally released webtoon 

named Kakao’s Daum webtoon. From those moments, webtoon becomes a 

huge platform that has many readers (Young, 2016).   

2.4 Line webtoon 

 In July 2014, Naver launched a global webtoon named Line 

Webtoon. Line webtoon platform was created by JunKoo Kim. In the 

world’s youth, Line webtoon becomes a popular thing. Line webtoon is a 

service platform where the readers can find a new webtoon continuously 

(Kim, 2015). 

 Kim (2015) states that Line webtoon is a free application or service 

or platform where readers can discover new webcomic content regularly 

that is available on web, iOS and, android.  (The icon could be seen in 

appendix 1 2.1 The icon of Line webtoon) 

 Based on Line webtoon (March, 2019), there are 25 webtoons that 

have been uploaded in Line webtoon application and Line webtoon 

application also provides many facilities to make the readers easier to use 

this application, which are: 

2.4.1 Genres  

 Based on Line webtoon (March, 2019), there are 14 genres 

in Line Webtoon English version such as romance, drama, fantasy, 

comedy, thriller, action, horror, slice of life, heart-warming, 

superhero, sports, sci-fi, informative and historical. (The 
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screenshoot could be seen in appendix 1 2.2 The screenshoot of 

of genres in Line Webtoon). 

2.4.2 Schedule  

 Line webtoon has a schedule to publish the webtoons. The 

schedule starts from Monday to Sunday. Accordingly, the readers 

will know the schedule of their favorite's webtoons. (The 

screenshoot could be seen in appendix 1 2.3 The screenshoot of 

schedule in Line webtoon). 

2.4.3 Coins 

 For the readers who want to see the preview of their 

favorite webtoons, they can use their coins to buy the preview 

episode. Then, the readers can read their favorite webtoons earlier 

before the publication's date. Based on Line webtoon application 

(March, 2019), for the readers who want to buy the preview 

episode, they need to buy coins whether to purchase the coins via 

cellphone credit or credit card. The price of 10 coins is $ 0.99 (US) 

and the price for 50 coins is $4.99 (US). For one preview episode, 

the readers need 5 coins to buy the episode. (The screenshoot 

could be seen in appendix 1 2.4 The screenshoot of coins in 

Line webtoon). 
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2.4.4 Ranking 

 Line webtoon provides rankings for the popular webtoon in 

Line webtoon. Line Webtoon also provides rankings for every 

genre of the webtoons. (The screenshoot could be seen in 

appendix 1 2.5 The screenshoot of ranking in Line webtoon). 

2.4.5 Fan Translation 

 Fan translation is a webtoon that has been translated by 

webtoon readers. Based on Line webtoon application (March, 

2019), there are 32 languages  in fan translation which are Arabic, 

Bengali, Bulgarian, Chinese, Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, 

English, Flipino, French, German, Greek, Hindi, Indonesian, 

Italian, Japanese, Lithuanian, Malay, Mongolian, Persian, Polish, 

Portuguese (BR), Portuguese (EU), Romanian, Russian, Spanish, 

Swedish, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese. (The 

screenshoot could be seen in appendix 1 2.6 The screenshoot of 

fan translation in Line webtoon). 

2.4.6 Language 

 There are four languages in the language setting of Line 

webtoon which are English, Bahasa, China, and Thailand (Line 

Webtoon, March, 2019). The readers can use any language they 

want but sometimes webtoon that is created by Indonesian creator 

is not available in the English version. (The screenshoot could be 

seen in appendix 1 2.7 The screenshoot of language in Line 

webtoon). 
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2.5 Meaning 

 According to Perrine (1969), there are two kinds of meaning, 

which are: 

2.5.1 Denotation 

 Denotation is a meaning of a dictionary or a word, for 

example; the word "home" means a place where someone lives 

(Perrine, 1969, p.38). Ahmed (2008) states that culturally-bound is 

denotative meaning. It means that denotative meaning is 

unchangeable (p. 2). 

2.5.2 Connotation 

 Connotation is what it provides beyond what it expresses. It 

is overtones of meaning for example; the word "home" means love, 

comfort, and family (Perrine, 1969, p.38). Ahmed (2008) states 

that connotative meaning tends to change from time to time and 

from society to society. It means that connotative meaning is 

changeable in every culture. To a high level, the connotative 

meaning is independent from the denotative meaning. It means that 

some words are said to have no denotative meaning (only have 

connotative meaning) such as "hurray" or "boo" which only 

express someone's feelings (p. 2).  
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2.6 Yumi's Cell Webtoon 

 Yumi's cells webtoon is created by Donggen Lee and originally 

published by Naver Webtoon Corp (Korean comic site). "Yumi's cells" is a 

webtoon about a girl named Yumi Kho (32 years old) and her cells. Yumi 

has many cells that are described as mini-blue-hooded Yumi's who lives in 

Yumi's body. There are many cells in Yumi's body like rational cell, 

emotional cell, rampage cell, naughty cell, hunger cell, detective cell, love 

cell, and et cetera. Yumi's cells have different kinds of job for example 

like rational cell job is to manage the rationalization of yumi, emotional 

cell's job is to control the emotion of Yumi, and et cetera. Yumi works in a 

company as a secretary. At her company, she is falling in love with Wook 

(a sales department man) but her love story does not go well because 

Wook is not into a girl. Then, Yumi got set up to go to a blind date with a 

man named Woong (A gamer specialist). After that, she breaks up with 

Woong because they are not matched into each other. She is falling in love 

again with a man in the marketing department at her company, Babi. 

Currently, they are in a relationship (Line webtoon application, March, 

2019). (The icon could be seen in appendix 1 2.8 The icon of yumi's 

cells webtoon). 

 

 


